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least twice, and proper eyes have
evolved many times. The majority
of the 40–65 photoreceptor cell
types identified ultrastructurally are
likely to display molecular markers
for either rhabdomeric or ciliary
types. But it may turn out that
some do not. The photoreceptors
of mantle eyes in clams [13] is one
example that may prove
impossible to accommodate in
either system. It would also be
interesting to learn about the
molecular identity of photoreceptor
cells outside the Bilateria. Jellyfish
have ciliary photoreceptors [14],
but their transduction mechanism
is as yet unknown. Larval
photoreceptors of jellyfish are even
more interesting because they are
not neurons and their structure is
intermediate between ciliary and
rhabdomeric [15].
There is of course a possibility
that the common bilaterian
ancestor had more than two sibling
systems for photoreception.
Modern animals generally have
many such systems in addition to
lateral imaging eyes [2,16]. A third
photoreceptive system is in fact
already known: the cryptochrome
system (Figure 1), which is not
rhodopsin based, has no molecular
amplification cascade, and is not
associated with membrane
specialisations [17]. This system is
implicated for circadian function in
both Drosophila and vertebrates
[17,18] and it controls the iris
muscle in birds [19]. It seems that
this system too must have been
present in the common bilaterian
ancestor.
Ironically, the new scenario for
eye evolution comes close to the
view that prevailed 30 years ago.
But we are not just back to square
one. Molecular markers for
effector genes and developmental
genes have provided a new
window to the evolutionary history
of photoreceptors and eyes. There
is great potential here, because
the fate of the ancient siblings
contains a story not only about
the evolution of light reception,
but also about the evolution of
life-style and general biology in
the different phyletic lines.
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Much of what we now understand
about the behavior of biological
adhesion molecules under
applied force was predicted by
two theoretical physicists. George
Bell [1] postulated that applied
force would increase
exponentially the dissociation
rate of a biological adhesive
bond; this model has been used
extensively to model the force-
dependent behavior of adhesion
molecules, such as the tethering
of leukocytes on selectin surfaces
[2]. Micah Dembo [3] then
postulated that force need not
increase dissociation rate, but
could actually decrease it.
Likening the possible behavior of
adhesion molecules to a child’s
‘finger prison’, he postulated that
applied force could entrap a
dissociating ligand, extending the
time for dissociation.
An example of this behaviour
may now have been found. Yago
et al. [4] have shown that selectin
molecules and leukocyte ligands
interact via catch bonds for at
least some range of shear rates,
and related the behavior to the
‘shear threshold’ effect [5]. The
shear threshold effect is when
adhesion goes through a
maximum with shear rate [6]. At
low shear rates, cells are
incapable of binding; as the shear
rate increases past a threshold,
Leukocyte Adhesion: What’s the
Catch?
A recent study shows that the leukocyte adhesion molecules known as
selectins form ‘catch’ bonds, the dissociation rate of which decreases
with increasing applied force. The ability of selectins to switch
between catch and slip bonds, where dissociation increases with
force, can explain the shear threshold effect, in which leukocyte
adhesion goes through a maximum with increasing shear rate.
adhesion increases to an optimal
level, beyond which it decreases
Although there is some
evidence that all selectin adhesion
molecules, E, P, and L, can give
rise to the shear threshold effect
[7], most work on the shear
threshold has been done with L-
selectin, present on all leukocytes.
Springer and colleagues [6]
identified the shear threshold
effect on peripheral node
addressin. Yago et al. [4] have
now identified the shear threshold
when L-selectin binds P-selectin-
glycoprotein-ligand-1 (PSGL-1),
another neutrophil surface
receptor. Binding between L-
selectin and PSGL-1 is involved in
neutrophil–neutrophil aggregation
[5,8], providing a way for
neutrophils to accumulate at
inflammatory sites. Regardless of
ligand or cell, the maximum in L-
selectin-mediated adhesion
occurs at a shear rate of
70–100 s–1, suggesting the
threshold is controlled by receptor
physical chemistry and not
cellular features [5,6]. In support
of this concept, our lab showed
that an L-selectin ligand, sialyl-
Lewisx, when coupled to beads,
could support a shear threshold
on L-selectin surfaces [9].
Yago et al. [4] performed a
series of nifty experiments with
flow chambers, molecularly coated
beads and neutrophils. First, they
showed that the ‘rolling’ velocity of
either neutrophils or L-selectin-
coated beads went through a
minimum with shear rate. Further,
tethering measurements on sparse
substrates, in which adhesion is
supported by a single bond [2],
showed that the dissociation rate
of L-selectin–PSGL-1 bonds first
decreased to a minimum at a
shear rate and resultant force that
coincided with the minimum in
rolling velocity, but then increased
at higher rates. Virtually every
metric of adhesion — stop times,
pause times, pause frequency —
was maximal at the optimum value
of shear rate. And by addition of
Ficoll to the media, which alters
the viscosity and hence the force
acting on the cell or bead, they
showed that the location of the
shear threshold correlates with
force, and not the shear rate.
These data indicate that molecular
dissociation is controlled by
applied force.
The issues raised by these
clever experiments will certainly
engender more work and
discussion, but they are not
without some controversy,
centering on four broad
questions: Are these really catch
bonds? What causes bonds to
behave this way? Are these
measurements consistent with
other published data? And what is
the physiological relevance of the
shear threshold effect?
Catch Bonds
Catch bonds are molecules that
display a decreasing rate of
dissociation as force increases [3].
The unstressed off rate of PSGL-
1–L-selectin interactions was not
measured,  and until this is
measured, we cannot say that the
interactions are catch bonds in the
strictest sense. Also, the bonds
display catch-bond-like behavior
over one range of force, and slip-
bond behavior over another range
of force. Thus, the molecules
display a hybrid response, which
suggests the appearance of
catching is an effect of how force
is applied to them.
Evans and colleagues [10,11]
have used a biomembrane force
probe — a form of molecular
spectroscopy in which force can
be applied to bound molecules —
to show that the apparent rate of
dissociation depends on precisely
how the force is applied, an idea
particularly relevant to interpreting
flow chamber adhesion
experiments [12]. 
Evans and coworkers [11] found
that the L-selectin–PSGL-1 bond
is a slip bond, with dissociation
increasing with applied force and
with the molecules displaying two
separate energy barriers to
dissociation. So the appearance
of catch bonds may indeed
depend on how precisely the
forces are applied to the
molecules, with a crossover or a
trapping between different energy
barriers giving rise to apparent
catch bond behavior for
molecules that are, at their root,
actually slip bonds [10]. This
discrepancy also indicates that
any experiment in which a single
constant force is applied to
adhesion molecule pairs is too
simple a method for identifying
catch bonds, and further
experiments applying forces at
different rates are needed.
What is interesting and exciting
is that mechanics can modulate
chemistry. The general principles
being elucidated here will likely
find utility to other adhesion
molecules, and well beyond
adhesion biology to other systems
where mechanics has been shown
to alter cell behavior, such as
mechano-transduction or stress-
activation. It is likely that many
intracellular molecules, especially
those coupling adhesion to the
biochemistry of the cell, will have
their activity modulated by
applied force. L-selectin bonds
are a paradigm for the elucidation
of mechanics in biology.
What Causes Bonds to Behave
This Way?
The structures of two selectins, P
and E, have been published [13],
and there is no apparent structural
motif that would suggest a catch
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Figure 1. Using the theory
from [19], we plotted the
expected velocity of 3 µm
radius spheres as a
function of shear rate from
10–50 s–1 and compared
the results to the velocities
of unbound 3 µm radius
spheres reported by Yago
et al. [4] (green triangles).
Even assuming a 0.1 µm
(black diamonds) or 0.3 µm
(pink squares) separation
distance between particle
and surface, the predicted
velocity is far below that
reported.
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bond. A co-crystal structure of
PSGL-1 with P-selectin [13]
revealed that tyrosine sulfation
and sialylated, fucosylated
carbohydrates in the terminal last
19 amino acids of PSGL-1 both
separately bind to P-selectin in the
vicinity of the calcium atom, in a
molecular hairpin. Dissociation
along two pathways might be
correlated to these two docking
points. No co-crystal for L-
selectin–PSGL-1 is available.
We also must develop models
that couple structure to function on
relevant time-scales for molecular
dissociation — seconds — and as
molecular dynamics simulations
can be run for no longer than
100 nanoseconds or so. This will
force the development of novel
methods, likely involving coarse
graining [14]. Molecules then have
to be made in relevant cell
expression systems or cell-free
systems [15] and simultaneously
tested using the biomembrane
force probe. Depending on the
outcome, molecules need to be
redesigned accordingly. It would
be interesting if a broad spectrum
of mechano-sensitive molecular
responses can be developed
through this iterative procedure.
Are These Experiments
Consistent with Other Data?
A close reading of the Yago et al.
[4] paper suggests some other
issues that will require further
experiment. I have noted the
discrepancy between catch bonds
and the measurements of Yago et
al. [4], and the self-consistent
explanation that Evans and
colleagues have provided [10].
The other discrepancies center
around the other major theory for
the shear threshold, which is that
shear rate can induce increasing
bond formation, and can lead to
an increase in bond formation
rate. This idea is predicted by
theory [16] and supported by
experiments on L-selectin-
mediated adhesion [17]. The
definitive test of this mechanism
would involve measuring the time
between bond breakage and
formation on a sparsely coated
molecular substrate as a function
of shear rate — not the pause
times, but the go times — which
would decrease with shear rate if
this mechanism is correct. 
One would have to make sure
that the flow chamber was
extremely well calibrated for these
studies. Indeed, some of the
unencumbered velocities
displayed by Yago et al. [4] in the
low shear rate regime seem
anomalously high. For example, at
a shear rate of 10 s–1, the velocity
of a neutrophil is recorded to be
close to 100 µm s–1, and a 3 µm
radius sphere has a velocity close
to 80 µm s–1. Chen and Springer
[18] measured neutrophil velocities
at 45 s–1 to be about 75 µm s–1,
and scaling proportionately, the
proper neutrophil velocity at 10 s–1
should be about 20 µm s–1.
Likewise, the hydrodynamic theory
of Goldman et al. [19], used by
Yago et al. [4], predicts that the
velocity of motion of a 3 µm radius
sphere at 10 s–1 should be only
19.7 µm s–1 if the separation
distance is a generous 0.1 µm
(Figure 1), not the 80 µm s–1
measured by Yago et al. [4]. 
As shown in Figure 1, the bead
velocities reported by Yago et al.
[4] are consistently much higher
than predicted by theory, even if
an unphysical separation of 0.3 µm
is assumed. As bead velocities are
often used to calibrate flow
chamber, such a large anomaly in
velocities — especially in the
region of shear rates between the
shear threshold and the optimal
value of adhesion — suggests
more experimentation is needed.
Another issue in Yago et al. [4]
concerns the mechanics. Using
rolling velocity data, and a static
mechanical energy balance in
which it is assumed that all of the
applied stress is focused on one
adhesion molecule bond at the
back end of contact, the authors
are able to report a ‘tethering
force’ for a rolling cell [5]. This is
misleading. When a cell or bead is
rolling through multiple
receptor–ligand contacts, stresses
are distributed among all
molecules in the contact zone.
Multiple bonds share the load of
rolling, as can be seen from
adhesive dynamics computer
simulations from our laboratory
[20] (Figure 2). During microsphere
rolling there are numerous
molecules under stress, as
indicated as red line segments in
the first column of the figure. 
The force on any one adhesion
molecule is thus much less than
would be predicted by Yago et al.
[4], and would be a complex
function of adhesion molecule
density and shear rate and
stress. This altered interpretation
would quantitatively affect the
authors’ assertion that both
rolling and tethering cells display
a maximum in adhesion at the
same value of the tethering force,
as the calculated bond tethering
force for rolling cells is
inaccurate. Even given this
concern, the single-molecule
tethering data of Yago et al. [4]
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Figure 2. Adhesive dynam-
ics simulations of rolling
spheres reveal the spatio-
temporal mechanics of
bond stress in the interface. 
In a flow from left to right,
the bead or cell would
move to the right, and
bonds would be expected
to be stressed at the back
end of the contact zone.
The first column represents
a picture of the bonds in
the contact zone, where
each row is a snapshot of
the bonds at each time.
The bonds are color-coded
to indicate stress, with red
molecules stressed, and
blue molecules unstressed.
Time is increasing from top to bottom. It is obvious at any time, multiple bonds are
under stress in the contact zone; thus, calculating the tether force from a rolling
experiment is complex. The middle column shows the rolling velocity and the right
column shows the total number of bonds at each time. Bonding and hence velocity
fluctuate, and the two are anti-correlated. (Adapted from [20].)
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The repair of double-strand
breaks, caused either by
endogenous cellular metabolism
or exogenous DNA damaging
agents, is critical for the
maintenance of genome integrity.
It is becoming increasingly clear
that an efficient cellular response
to this most life-threatening of all
DNA lesions requires covalent
modifications to both histone and
non-histone components of the
genetic material. In this respect,
the double-strand break
response is no different to many
other nuclear processes, such as
the establishment of
heterochromatin or transcription,
which require their own specific
chromosomal ‘marks’. These
marks consist of small chemical
groups, such as phosphate,
acetyl or methyl moieties, or even
small proteins, such as ubiquitin
or SUMO, which can then be
used as docking sites for nuclear
proteins specific to the nuclear
process they regulate. These
marks on histone proteins have
been dubbed the ‘histone code’.
Until recently, evidence for the
existence of a DNA damage-
specific ‘histone code’ was
limited to the observation that
DNA damage is often associated
with phosphorylation of histone
variant H2AX, generating a form
of the protein referred to as γ-
H2AX, by a member of the
phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase-like
kinase (PI3KK) family. In higher
eukaryotes, these kinases include
ATM, ATR and DNA-PK, which
together are responsible for
megabase — up to 100 kilobases
in yeast — regions of γ-H2AX
around each double-strand
provide the strongest argument
to date for the coupling of the
shear threshold to molecular
dissociation.
Physiological Significance of the
Shear Threshold Effect
Because the shear threshold
effect appears at such low shear
rates, below those normally seen
in the post capillary
microvasculature, it is more likely
aimed at preventing adhesion
and aggregation in slow flow
vessels, such as the capillaries
and less important for
neutrophil–endothelial adhesion.
It would be exciting if in vivo
measurements could be done to
see the effect of the shear
threshold. If that could be done,
the shear threshold would be
anointed as one of those rare
problems that merges rich
biophysics and physiology.
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DNA Repair: The Importance of
Phosphorylating Histone H2AX
How phosphorylated histone H2AX, known as γ-H2AX, functions in the
cellular response to DNA double-strand breaks is the subject of
intensive investigation. Recent research in yeast and mammalian cells
shows that γ-H2AX facilitates post-replicational DNA repair by recruiting
cohesin, a protein complex that holds sister chromatids together.
